Rage Italic is a Trademark of International Typeface Corporation (ITC)

**Font Type**

Rage Italic is a display font of the brush script category.
Similar to *Brush Script MT* and *Mistral*.

**History of Rage Italic**

American graphic designer Ron Zwingelberg created Rage in 1984. This popular style is one of the first casual brush script styles with a rough textured edge. The lower case letters can be linked up and are supported by a set of initialing capitals. These capitals are designed to be used as the first letter of a word.


**Best Uses**

Rage Italic is best used as headings or in graphics (such as this scaled-down graphic from the new Department of Foreign Languages website) where a pen or brush stroke is desired to add contrast or to give the document a more human touch. Because it is very difficult to read at sizes less than 18 points, it is not used as body text.